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I.

Background
This document establishes the policy and procedures for charging membership dues, books and
subscriptions to sponsored accounts. This policy is developed in accordance with federal
regulations (“OMB” Circular A-21(J)(28)) and the National Institutes of Health Grants Policy
Manual) which state that in general, membership dues, books and subscriptions may not be a direct
charge to federal awards. An exception may be made when an award qualifies as a “major project”
or when a project is geographically remote from campus as defined by OMB Circular A-21, Exhibit
C. Membership dues, books and subscriptions charged to grants that do not qualify as a “major
project” may result in expenditure disallowances, financial penalties and harm to the reputation of
the University and Principal Investigator.

II.

Scope: This policy applies to all federally sponsored projects and any corresponding cost
share accounts.

III. Policy
A. Individual purchases of scholarly books, memberships or subscriptions to professional groups
or periodicals are normally considered unallowable as direct costs.
B. As an exception permitted by federal regulations, such charges may be allowable as a direct
cost on projects that are:
a. Large, complex programs, such as Center grants, Primate Centers, Program Projects,
environmental research centers, engineering research centers, and other grants and
contracts that entail assembling and managing teams of investigators from a number of
institutions, and for which funding is provided to support administrative activities;

b. Projects that are geographically inaccessible to normal departmental administrative
services and facilities (e.g. libraries) such as research vessels, radio astronomy projects,
and other research fields sites that are remote from campus
C. Individual memberships in civic or social organizations are expressly unallowable in
accordance with Circular A-21.
IV.

Procedures

Faculty affected by this policy should charge membership dues, books and periodicals to
unrestricted accounts (non-sponsored project accounts such as incentive accounts, startup funds, endowments, etc.) that may be available for their use. In the absence of
unrestricted accounts faculty may contact their Dean’s office for alternative funding to
support these types of costs. Faculty who wish to charge membership dues, books and
periodicals to sponsored accounts should first consult with the Office of Grants and
Contracts Accounting or Sponsored Projects Administration to reassure that the project
qualifies under the exceptions discussed in OMB Circular A-21.

